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Hellerstein’s leadership in tax law recognized  2 
Walter Hellerstein, a preeminent authority in state and local taxation, has been named 
a UGA Distinguished Research Professor. 
Arbitration and the Constitution  4 
Professor Bo Rutledge explores how the wall separating the Constitution and arbitration 
has eroded and how this form of dispute resolution has gained wider acceptance.
The epidemic of residential mortgage fraud  7 
Martin Chair Jim Smith discusses the number one white-collar crime in the United 
States, mortgage fraud, addressing both potential causes and possible reforms. 
Ethics in an e-environment  12 
Student Services Librarian Maureen Cahill (J.D.’79) takes a look at how advances in 
electronic technology have complicated many traditional ethical considerations for those 
in the legal profession.
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Top news from Georgia Law.
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the Sibley and Woodruff positions 
Joining Georgia Law this fall as the Sibley 
Professor in Corporate and Business Law 
will be Larry Thompson, former deputy attorney general for the United States and former 
senior vice president of government affairs, general counsel and secretary for PepsiCo. Also, 
acclaimed international law scholar Diane Marie Amann will join the law school faculty 
as the holder of the Woodruff Chair in International Law.
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ABOUT THE COVER: This spring, Georgia Law faculty member Walter Hellerstein was named a UGA Distinguished Research Professor for his work in state and 
local taxation law. This title is awarded to no more than five professors campus-wide each year and honors those who are internationally recognized for their 
original contributions to knowledge and whose work promises to foster continued creativity in their discipline. Photo by Terry Allen.
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Key events and institutional briefs.
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Supreme Court of Georgia Chief Justice Carol Hunstein served 
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